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3W H AT I S Q U A L I TAT I V E R E A S O N I N G ?

Broadly speaking, the research in qualitative physics is aimed at developing
representation and reasoning techniques that will enable a program to reason about

the behavior of physical systems, without the kind of precise quantitative
information needed by conventional analysis techniques such as numerical

simulators. (. . . ) Observing pouring rain and a river’s steadily rising water level is
sufficient to make a prudent person take measures against possible flooding -

without knowing the exact water level, the rate of change, or the time the river
might flood.

— Yumi Iwasaki (Iwasaki, 1997)

Qualitative modeling concerns representation and reasoning about continuous
aspects of entities and systems in a symbolic, human-like manner.

— Kenneth D. Forbus (Forbus, 2008)

Qualitative simulation predicts the set of possible behaviors consistent with a
qualitative differential equation model of the world. Its value comes from the ability

to express natural types of incomplete knowledge of the world, and the ability to
derive a provably complete set of possible behaviors in spite of the incompleteness of

the model.

— Benjamin Kuipers (Kuipers, 2001)

Qualitative Reasoning (QR) is an area of artificial intelligence that re-
searches the conceptual representation of systems (Forbus, 2008).1 QR partic-
ularly focusses on representing the continuous properties of systems, such
as quantities, space and time, emphasizing qualitative (conceptually relev-
ant) distinctions.

Modelling is central to QR. First, as a field of Knowledge Representation
(KR) (van Harmelen et al., 2008), QR focusses on the development of repres-
entations that allow for reasoning about (physical) systems. This enterprise
results in QR formalisms. Second, domain experts that use QR formalisms
as an instrument contribute to the QR field by investigating how particular
domain aspects should be modelled, and what kinds of representations and
reasoning are required to accurately explain features of phenomena.

Qualitative modelling can be considered a form of conceptual modelling.2

The concepts that a conceptual modelling language distinguishes through
its primitives are its ontological commitments. These ontological commit-
ments determine the language’s inherent perspective on what constitutes

1Due to its name, qualitative reasoning is easily associated with qualitative research, such as
ethnographic or participant observation types of research, which is inherently subjective and
does not employ mathematical models. The reader is invited to forget these associations, as
qualitative reasoning is unrelated to these fields.

2Throughout most this thesis, constructing QR models is presented as a form of conceptual
modelling, while understating QR as a form of KR. This is done to keep the text understand-
able for non-computer scientists who are interested in QR. Readers interested in QR from a KR
perspective are suggested to read Appendix E.1 before reading the rest of the chapter. After-
wards, the rest of Appendix E can be consulted for an explanation of the QR representations
in terms of KR.
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26 what is qualitative reasoning?

knowledge, and via knowledge, how reality should be perceived. Particu-
larly, QR views the world as systems that consist of entities, of which the
continuous properties can be described by discrete values.

This chapter focusses particularly on the QR implemented in the qualitat-
ive modelling and simulation tool Garp3

3 (Bredeweg et al., 2006a, 2009). The
purpose, history and main applications of Garp3 are discussed in Section 3.1.
Garp3 is based on established principles in the QR field on how systems
should be represented. These principles are discussed in Section 3.2. The
terms that Garp3 QR formalism provides to develop models are discussed
in Section 3.3. An application of the formalism is presented in Section 3.4,
which explains an osmosis model and shows the Garp3 visualisations of the
model parts. The workings of the Garp3 reasoning engine, which predicts
the behaviour of a modelled system is discussed in Section 3.5. Section 3.6
shows the visualisation of the simulated behaviour of the osmosis model
and explains how the reasoning engine derives the results. Section 3.7 con-
cludes this chapter.

3.1 garp3 : qualitative modelling and simulation workbench

Garp3 is a tool that allows the development and simulation of qualitative
models (Bredeweg et al., 2006a, 2009). The QR formalism implemented in
Garp3 allows the modelling of conceptual representations of systems and
represents the processes that govern such systems as causal mechanisms.
The representation allows the prediction of the behaviour of the system
through simulation.

Garp3 is the result of years of research and development. The reason-
ing engine in Garp3, is based on the original program Garp (Bredeweg,
1992). Garp was designed to unify three alternative approaches to QR (QPT
(Forbus, 1984), Envision (de Kleer and Brown, 1984), and QSIM (Kuipers,
1989, 1986)). Further development of the Garp engine led to Garp2 (Lin-
nebank, 2004). Garp3 was developed by integrating Garp2 with VisiGarp,
which generates interactive diagrammatic visualisations of simulation res-
ults (Bouwer, 2005; Bouwer and Bredeweg, 2010), and the diagrammatic
modelling tool Homer (Jellema, 2000). As part of the integration, the design
of the interfaces and diagrams was unified and improved through the de-
velopment of a visual vocabulary for each of the terms in the QR formalism
(see Table 1) (Bertels, 2007). Further development of Garp3 resulted in im-
provements to the reasoning engine, multiple language support, a Sketch
environment (Bredeweg et al., 2008; Liem et al., 2007a) and a table view
visualisation of the state graph (Bouwer et al., 2007). Since Garp, the notable
new features include:

diagrammatic modelling Garp3 allows models to be developed as
diagrams. Modellers are informed about possible manipulations through
highlighted buttons and are prevented from developing syntactically
incorrect models.

interactive visualisation of systems’ behaviour Simulation res-
ults are presented as interactive diagrammatic representations. Differ-
ent sorts of visualisations provide overview and access to different
kinds of results (Section 3.6).

3The Garp3 tool, documentation and example models are available at:
http://www.Garp3.org

http://www.Garp3.org
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exogenous quantity behaviour This feature allows the direct specific-
ation of the behaviour of a particular quantity (e.g., increasing and
stopping at maximum value, oscillating or parabolic), which is useful
to represent dynamics that plays a role but is not the main focus of a
model (Bredeweg et al., 2007b). The agent term has been added to the
formalism to represent such exogenous influences to the system.

simulation tracer Understanding the simulation results can be diffi-
cult. As a means of support, a tracer has been added that allows a
modeller to follow the reasoning steps made during simulation (Liem
et al., 2007b).

simulation preferences The modeller can control the inferences that
the reasoning engine can make through the simulation preferences
(Bredeweg and Linnebank, 2012) window. For example, the fastest path
heuristic reduces ambiguity in the predictions by enforcing changes
that can occur simultaneously to do so. This can result in smaller state
graphs.

improved reasoning Reasoning algorithms have been significantly im-
proved since Garp:

• Improved calculation of the net effect of multiple interacting causal
relations using the notion of an equation balance (see Section 3.5.1).

• When required, second- and third-order derivatives can be calcu-
lated for quantities.

• Determining transitions has been improved, e.g., through a strict
separation of immediate from non-immediate transitions (epsilon-
ordering rule, de Kleer and Brown (1984)).

• Additional correspondence relations (e.g., inverse quantity corres-
pondence) have been added to create flexibility in expressing
that particular values of different quantities co-occur (see Sec-
tion 3.3.5).

• Inequality reasoning has been made more efficient by isolating
equations into related sets (instead of reasoning with the full set
of equations).

Garp3 was developed in the NaturNet-Redime (NNR) project45 in an ef-
fort to make QR technology accessible to researchers who are not computer
scientists. As part of NNR, domain experts formalized conceptual know-
ledge in Garp3, particularly focussing on river restoration ecology and sus-
tainability issues (Cioaca et al., 2009; Dias et al., 2009; Nakova et al., 2009;
Noble et al., 2009; Nuttle et al., 2009). The resulting models were used as
education material (Nuttle and Bouwer, 2009), but also as argumentation
tools in decision making processes with stakeholders (Salles and Bredeweg,
2009; Zitek et al., 2009). As a result of the efforts within NNR, qualitative
modelling has become an established instrument within environmental sci-
ence (Bredeweg et al., 2006c; Bredeweg and Salles, 2009b). Although Garp3

is mainly used in environmental science, its domain-independent nature
also allows it to be used in other domains, e.g., to teach physics (Alvarez-
Bravo et al., 2004) or chemistry (Salles et al., 2004). Furthermore, the NNR
models about sustainability not only contained aspects from environmental

4http://www.naturnet.org
5http://hcs.science.uva.nl/projects/NNR/

http://www.naturnet.org
http://hcs.science.uva.nl/projects/NNR/
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science, but also from domains such as economy, sociology and political
science.

3.2 qualitative reasoning principles

Garp3 is based on established principles in the QR community on how sys-
tems should be conceptually represented (Bredeweg and Struss, 2003; Bre-
deweg and Salles, 2009a,b; Forbus, 2008; Kuipers, 1989). These principles are
discussed in the following sections.

3.2.1 Qualitativeness

The conceptual representation of quantities (i.e. the changeable properties of
systems) requires them to be represented as meaningful qualitative values.
That is, for each quantity, the particular values in which the system behaves
differently have to be identified. An important concept in this regard is the
notion of landmarks, which are the particular point values in which a sys-
tem changes from one sort of behaviour to another. Consider the following
examples of landmarks. The critical value of the concentration of oxygen
in a river below which most species of fish will die. Or, the critical mass
of uranium-235 above which a sustained nuclear fission chain reaction will
occur.

Given a set of landmarks for a quantity, its possible values can be repres-
ented as a quantity space. Such a quantity space consists of a set of discrete
values in linear order: the landmarks, which are point values, and the in-
terval values between them. Numerically, an interval value consists of all
values between the landmarks. However, qualitatively this is considered a
single value. A quantity space for the oxygen concentration in a river might
be {0, lethal, critical, sustaining}, in which lethal and sustaining are inter-
val values.

Quantity spaces can be established in two ways. First, they can be the res-
ult of a modeller capturing a conceptual interpretation of a system in a QR
model. As such, the modeller thinks about the landmarks that are relevant
for a particular task. Consequently, the same quantity can be quantized dif-
ferently in various models. For example, in a model about a steam engine,
the boiling point of water is an important landmark of the temperature
quantity. By contrast, in a model about water body stratification and mix-
ing, the boiling point is irrelevant, but the freezing point is essential. Notice
that in this approach to establishing quantity spaces, numerical values play
no role. Second, quantity spaces can be built by quantizing the continuous
values of quantities. As such, a quantity space can be seen as an abstraction
of the possible numerical values of a quantity.

3.2.2 Conceptual representation of behaviour

Simulating QR models results in an explanatory prediction of the behaviour
of the modelled system. The simulation results consists of qualitatively dis-
tinct states, which are complete descriptions of the system in a certain state of
behaviour. Transitions represent how the system can evolve from one state to
its successor state, resulting in a state graph of possible behaviours and their
mutual ordering. Importantly, each state describes a unique conceptually
relevant behaviour of the system. Consequently, each change in qualitative
value, or inequality between quantities, results in a different state. As val-
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ues of quantities are represented as either intervals or points, each state can
represent either a period in time (with duration), or a particular moment.

QR models can generate two types of predictions. The first, the attainable
envisionment, starts with a description of the system in a particular state. The
reasoning engine derives a state graph which describes how the system will
evolve from this particular state. An attainable envisionment does not have
to result in a single path from initial state to end state. Instead, ambiguity
that results from the conceptual representation (Forbus, 2008) allows the
simulator to consider all the possible ways the system might evolve. Con-
sequently, there can be multiple end states and different behaviour paths.
This feature distinguishes QR models from typical numerical simulations.

The second type of prediction is the total envisionment. Such a simulation
generates all the possible behaviours of a system. That is, it generates all
the possible states that a system can be in and all possible transitions. As
such, it shows how the system can evolve from each possible initial state.
Logically, every attainable envisionment of a system is a subset of its total
envisionment.

3.2.3 Processes and causality

Within the QR community, there are different notions of causality.

• First, derived causality, which is called mythical causality by de Kleer and
Brown, is the idea that causality is the result of interactions between
the different components of a system (de Kleer and Brown, 1984). The
physical structure of a system is determined by set of components
connected via input and output conduits. The causality is determined
at runtime for a particular system by examining how a disturbance
propagates through the system’s network of components.6

• Second, causal ordering is the idea that causal relations can be derived
through the structural analysis of the equations that govern a particu-
lar system (Iwasaki and Simon, 1986). The causal order is determined
by how variables depend on each other (with independent variables
being considered to be exogenously determined).

• Third, in Qualitative Process Theory (QPT) (Forbus, 1984) every change
is caused either directly or indirectly by a process. A process can be
defined as a mechanism that causes change within a system. Within
QPT, causal relations are explicitly represented. Influence relations rep-
resent the direct causal effects of processes, while proportionalities
propagate the changes caused by influences.

• Finally, Garp3 introduces the notion of exogenous quantity behaviour
(Section 3.1) which represents the causal effects from an action or
process external to the system. Furthermore, Garp3 refines the notion
of correspondence by defining directed and quantity space correspond-
ences, thereby providing an augmented vocabulary to refine the effects
of causal relations.

6This approach sometimes requires reasoning via Reductio Ad Absurdum (RAA) in order
to derive the value of a variable. That is, each possible value of a variable is tried and the
inconsistent results are removed. Garp3 allows the same type of reasoning by setting certain
simulation preferences. De Kleer and Brown (de Kleer and Brown, 1984) note about RAA:
"Indirect proofs explain a consequence by showing that all alternative consequences do not happen, and
thus cannot establish a simple relationship between a cause and its effect."
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The Garp3 QR formalism integrates several of these approaches to caus-
ality. Component-oriented QR models can be created by explicitly mod-
elling components with input and output conduits and connecting them.
Inequality statements should be used instead of explicit causal relations.
The derived causality can be determined by inspecting the simulation trace
(Section 3.1). Garp3 also adopts the influence and proportionality relations
from QPT, which allows causal relation to be explicitly represented. The no-
tion exogenous quantity behaviour originates from Garp3 and is therefore
also available. Garp3 does not support deriving causal explanations through
causal ordering.

Domain experts typically use Garp3 to develop process oriented models
using influences and proportionalities. Such qualitative models allow do-
main theories about the processes that govern systems to be made explicit.
That is, the modeller can represent the type of systems that the process ap-
plies to (i.e. which system structures, Section 3.2.4), under what conditions
the process is active, and which quantities the process affects. In addition to
processes, the effects of actions by agents on the system can also be modelled
using causal relations. Since such agents are typically considered external to
the system, their behaviour is often represented using exogeneous quantity
behaviour (Section 3.1).

The explicit representation of causal relations plays an important role in
the prediction of systems’ behaviour. During simulation, the processes and
agents that are active are determined based on the structural description of
a system (and the made assumptions). The result is a (causal) dependency
model which describes how the quantities in the system are interconnected.
It is this dependency model that allows the prediction of how the behaviour
of the system will evolve, and provides an explanation of why it has done
so.

3.2.4 Compositional modelling: from structure to behaviour

It is possible to derive a conceptual representation of a system’s behaviour
based on a set of qualitative differential equations (Kuipers, 1986, 1994) or
a causal model (Forbus et al., 2005; Leelawong and Biswas, 2008). However,
Garp3 and other QR formalisms (Forbus, 1984; Forbus and Falkenhainer,
1991) allow domain theories to be decomposed and represented into differ-
ent models parts. The reasoning engine in Garp3 allows the causal model
of the system to be derived from these model parts. This compositional ap-
proach allows model parts to be reused within a model, such as re-occurring
structures in a system, and makes the model easier to understand by being
organised in smaller conceptually grouped units.

To allow the reasoning engine to automatically assemble a causal model
that applies to a system, the representation in a QR model has to distinguish
between the physical structure of the system and its behaviour aspects. The
(physical) structure of the system describes what the system is, and can
be considered to remain unchanged (for purposes of the model). Specific-
ally, the structure can be said to define the system. The behaviour of the
system describes the aspects of the system that can change over time. The
representation of a process (or action) consists of both these components.
The (generic) structural description indicates in which (parts of) systems
the process is active, and the behavioural description represents the particu-
lar causal relations that constitute the particular process. In short, based on
a structural description of the system, the reasoning engine can determine
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which behavioural ingredients, such as causal relations, apply to the system
and derive the causal model. The causal model can then be used to predict
successor states.

An important principle in the representation of systems and theories as
model parts is the no-function-in-structure (de Kleer and Brown, 1984), which
states that laws that govern part of a system cannot make assumptions about
the behaviour of the whole system. For example, stating that if the faucet
in the kitchen is open, water will flow, breaks the no-function-in-structure
principle. It makes the assumption that there is water under pressure inside
the faucet, which is not the case if, for example, the main water valve is
closed. In practice, making assumptions about the functioning of a full sys-
tem is unavoidable. However, such assumptions should be made explicit in
models as class-wide assumptions (de Kleer and Brown, 1984).

3.2.5 Assumptions and perspectives

In addition to the physical structure and behaviour of a system, assumptions
also play an important role in understanding the behaviour of the system.
Typically, modellers make assumptions during the development of a model,
such as simplifying and operating assumptions (Forbus and Falkenhainer,
1991) and the class-wide assumptions mentioned above. An approximation
assumption, such as resistance being assumed to be 0, has important con-
sequences on the derived behaviour of the system. Consequently, these as-
sumptions have to be made explicit in a model.

Perspectives also play an important role in qualitative models, and can be
seen as a way of conceptualising a system to achieve a particular goal, such
as answering specific questions (Salles and Bredeweg, 2007). Perspectives
are a form of assumptions, as they allow simulations to be run while focus-
sing only on relevant properties, while ignoring those that are considered
irrelevant. For example, perspectives allow simulations to focus on the eco-
nomical aspects of a system, while ignoring the social aspects. Perspectives
can be used to keep simulations manageable by not simulating all aspects
of a system simultaneously.

As a result of implementing the QR principles explained in these sections,
the Garp3 QR formalism makes sufficient distinctions to explain system
behaviour. As such, the formalism can be considered articulate (Section 2.4,
(Bredeweg and Winkels, 1998; Forbus et al., 1999)).

3.3 model ingredients

The QR formalism implemented in Garp3 defines a set of terms that model-
lers can use to develop representations. The terms and their graphical equi-
valent in Garp3 are shown in Table 1. Representations developed using these
terms are referred to as model ingredients. Three types of model ingredients
can be distinguished (Figure 2). First, modellers can create model ingredient
definitions to represent particular domain concepts, such as the concept pop-
ulation. These representations can be considered (part of) the atomic rep-
resentations from which the rest of the model is composed. Second, model
fragments and scenarios, which are called constructs (Bredeweg et al., 2006c),
are model ingredients that are composed of atomic representations. Third,
modellers can incorporate atomic model ingredients in constructs, which
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are called construct ingredients.7 Construct ingredients are based on either
model ingredient definitions or particular QR terms (e.g., causal relations
or inequalities). Examples of construct ingredients are a population that is
preying on another population, and the causal relation between its natality
and population size. The following sections discuss the terms in the Garp3

QR formalism.

Model Ingredient

Model Ingredient Definition

Model Fragment Ingredient Scenario Ingredient

Construct Ingredient

Model Fragment Scenario

Construct

Figure 2: Terminology used to describe the different types of model ingredients in a
Garp3 model. The arrows indicate is-a relations.

3.3.1 Structural ingredients

The representation of the structure of a system is an important part of a QR
model. Garp3 defines the following set of QR terms for that purpose: entit-
ies, configurations, agents, and attributes. Model ingredient definitions can
be defined using these terms, and referred to as the term name combined
with the word definition (e.g., entity definition or configuration definition). Con-
struct ingredients can be created from these definitions, such as entity con-
struct ingredients or configuration construct ingredients. Within this thesis, for
brevity, such construct ingredients are simply referred to using the terms
name, e.g., entity or configuration. Construct ingredients are used to repres-
ent parts of domain theories, and can also be used to describe the initial
state of a system. Conceptually, assumptions are not part of the structural
description of a system. However, in terms of reasoning, assumptions can
be considered to function as part of the structure.

Entities are used to define the model ingredients that describe the struc-
ture of a system. The structural aspects of a system typically remain stable
during simulation. Moreover, the structure largely determines whether the-
ories apply to a particular system. Entities definitions are arranged in a tax-
onomy using is-a relations. For example, Lion�−.Vertebrate�−.Animal�

indicates that all lions are vertebrates, and that all vertebrates are animals.
Entities definitions higher in a taxonomy are more abstract and more gener-
ally applicable than entities lower in the hierarchy.8

Construct ingredients can be created from entity definitions and used in
model fragments and scenarios (Section 3.3.6 and 3.3.7). Such entities have
their own name (e.g., Lion�(Simba)) in order to distinguish them from
other entities based on the same definition. To avoid redundancy within
this thesis, the construct ingredient name is typically excluded unless it is
required to distinguish different entities. As a result, to distinguish entity

7When needed for reasons of clarity, construct ingredients are specifically referred to as
either model fragment ingredients or scenario ingredients.

8Within the Garp3 QR formalism, entity definitions are defined by their name and their
position within the entity taxonomy. The particular properties of entities, such as quantities and
configurations, are represented in model fragments. This approach differs from e.g., description
logics in which properties are part of the defined concepts in the TBox (Baader et al., 2007,
2008).
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Term Symbol Graphic9

Entity EntityName�

Configuration configurationname
−→

Assumption AssumptionNameF

Agent AgentName♦

Attribute ( Attributename

Quantity QuantityNameq

Quantity value QuantityName
q
v Valuename

Quantity derivative δQuantityNameq

Quantity derivative value δQuantityName
q
v {H, 0,N}

Interval QuantityNameq(IntervalName)

Point QuantityNameq(PointNamep)

Influence I+→
Proportionality P−→
Quantity correspondence Q→
Inverse quantity correspondence Q

�

→
Value correspondence V→
Inequality >

Operator −

Value assignment w

Model fragment NameMF : conditions⇒ consequences

Scenario NameSC : construct ingredients

Table 1: Terms in the QR formalism implemented in Garp3 with their term names, symbols and graph-
ical representations.10

9 The graphics of entities, configurations, assumptions, agents, attributes and quantities (and their quantity
spaces) are normally displayed together with their names (e.g., Figure 7). Attributes are shown with their
definition name and their current value (e.g., ( Status = Semipermeable in Figure 7). The visual-
ization of entities, agents, assumptions is special. Their definitions occur with their name below them (e.g.,
the entity definition Container� shown Figure 3). However, in constructs such ingredients include both
the name of their definition on the top right and their construct ingredient name on the bottom right (e.g.,
Container�(Any container) in Figure 4). Construct ingredient names allows multiple ingredients cre-
ated from the same definition to be distinguished.

10 Note that the graphical icons occur in 14 different colour combinations.11 The most important within this
thesis are red for conditional and blue for consequential. When ingredients are reused, they are no longer
conditional or consequential, and are coloured black to indicate reuse through inheritance, or green for reuse
through import. The icons occur with a secondary colour if ingredients are hidden (a feature of Garp3). Grey
indicates that irrelevant (reused) ingredients are hidden, while yellow indicates that relevant ingredients are
hidden. Finally, model ingredient definitions are identified by the colour pink (and only occurs combined with
yellow, as no reuse occurs for definitions).

11 See, for example, http://www.Garp3.org/help/glossary/icons/entity/

http://www.Garp3.org/help/glossary/icons/entity/
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definitions from entities, the context of the entity should be considered. En-
tity definitions are exclusively used in the entity taxonomy. All other uses of
the term entity signify entity construct ingredients that are part of scenarios
or model fragments.

Agents are used in Garp3 models to represent external influences on the
system that are not affected by the aforementioned system (at least within
the model).12 As such, agents are considered part of the environment in
which the system functions, but not part of the system itself. Agents can rep-
resent either actors which act upon the system (e.g., Hunter♦) or processes
that are external to the system. Such external processes are typically not
explicitly modelled, as they are considered beyond the focus of the model.
Instead their behaviour is represented using exogenous quantity behaviour
(Section 3.1). An example of such an agent is the sun (Sun♦) radiating light
in a photosynthesis model. As with entities, the construct ingredient name
of agents (e.g., Hunter♦(Elmer)) is typically excluded in this thesis for brev-
ity. Like entity definitions, agent definitions are organised in a taxonomy.

Configurations define structural relations which can be used to relate en-
tities among each other, and with agents (e.g., Lion� lives in−→ Savanna�, and
Hunter♦ hunts−→ Lion�).13 A configuration definition is defined by its name.

Attributes define structural properties of entities (or agents). Attributes
need not be continuous. They can have discrete values, in which case they
have no interval values (Section 3.3.2). As attributes are part of the struc-
ture of the system, their values typically remain unchanged during simu-
lation. For instance, the openness of a population can be either open or
closed, representing whether individuals can emigrate from (and immig-
rate to) a population (defining the attribute definition as ( Openness ∈
{open, closed}). Within a particular state an attribute has a particular value
(Lion population�( Openness = open).

Assumptions are labels that indicate that particular propositions are con-
sidered to be true. For example, No air frictionF can be used to indic-
ate that the air friction quantity has value 0 (within the particular simula-
tion in which the assumption is used). Like entity and agent definitions,
assumption definitions are organised in a taxonomy. This allows assump-
tions to be categorized based on their type, such simplifying or operating
assumptions (Fensel and Benjamins, 1998; Forbus and Falkenhainer, 1991).
For example, an assumption definition can be defined to be the parents of
all assumptions that indicate that a quantity has a particular value (e.g.,
No air frictionF−.Value assumptionF).

3.3.2 Quantities and quantity spaces

Quantities represent the properties of entities and agents of which the val-
ues can change during simulation. Examples of quantities that might be as-
sociated to a population are Population� : [Sizeq,Biomassq, Natalityq,
Mortalityq], and River� : Oxygen concentrationq. A quantity (Qq) has
a magnitude value (Qqv ), which represents its current value, and a deriv-
ative (δQq), of which the value (δQqv ) represents the trend of the quantity.
Both the magnitude and the derivative have an associated quantity space. A

12Within an artificial intelligence context, the word agent is typically used for an entity with
beliefs that performs actions to accomplish its goals. Note that the meaning in the Garp3 QR
formalism is different.

13The word configuration typically means an arrangement of related elements. However, in
the Garp3 QR formalism it signifies a single structural relation.
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quantity definition consists of a name and the possible quantity spaces that
can be associated to it in constructs. A quantity space specifies the range of
qualitative values that the magnitude or derivative of a quantity can have.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, a quantity space consists of a linear order
of point and interval values. Quantity space definitions for the quantity mag-
nitudes are defined by the modeller (e.g., Oxygen� : Concentrationqv ∈
{0p, lethal, criticalp, sustaining} and Population� : Sizeqv , Biomass

q
v ,

Natality
q
v , Mortalityqv ∈ {0p,Positive,Maxp}.14 Within Garp3, the quant-

ity space for derivatives is predefined (δSizeqv ∈ {H, 0,N}).15

As a shorthand to refer to the current magnitude and derivative of a
quantity, the notation Qq[X, Y] is used where Q is the quantity, X is the cur-
rent magnitude and Y is the current derivative. For example, Sizeq[Positive,H]
indicates that the current size is positive and decreasing. This combination
of the current magnitude and current derivative is called the quantity value
(Salles and Bredeweg, 2006).

It is important to note that in Garp3 each possible value within a quantity
space has its own identity, as qualitative values with the same name are
not assumed to be equal. For example, two populations which both are at
their maximum size are not necessarily equally large. That is, Size1qv =

Size1q(Maxp)16 and Size2
q
v = Size2q(Maxp) does not imply Size1

q
v =

Size2
q
v . Modellers can specify that particular values (with the same name)

are equal using inequalities (Size1q(Maxp) = Size2q(Maxp), Section 3.3.4).
Moreover, even if two quantities have the same interval value for which the
bounding landmarks are specified to be equal, the two quantities can still
be quantitatively different within those intervals. That is, the two quantities
can be at different points in the interval. Again, an inequality can be used to
indicate that they also have the same quantitative values (Size1qv = Size2qv ).

3.3.3 Causal relations

The representation of causality is an important feature of QR models. Garp3

represents causal relations as influences and proportionalities (Forbus, 1984).
An influence, or direct influence, represents the changes caused within a sys-
tem by processes or actions, and can be either positive (Q1q I+→Q2q) or neg-
ative (Q1q I−→Q2q). For a positive influence, Q1q will affect Q2q if Q1qv 6= 0.
Specifically, if Q1qv > 0, δQ2

q
v = N, but if Q1qv < 0, δQ2

q
v = H. For a negat-

ive influence, the effects are reversed. If Q1qv = 0, Q2q is unaffected by Q1q.
When multiple influences affect the same quantity, the net effect is determ-
ined by an equation balance that takes into consideration the magnitudes of
the quantities positively influencing the quantity and the magnitudes of the
quantities negatively influencing the quantity (Section 3.5.1).

A proportionality, or indirect influence, propagates changes through the
system, and can be either positive (Q1q P+→ Q2q) or negative (Q1q P−→ Q2q).17

For a positive proportionality, Q1q will affect Q2q if δQ1qv 6= 0. Specifically,
if δQ1qv > 0, δQ2

q
v = N, but if δQ1qv < 0, δQ2

q
v = H. For a negative propor-

tionality, the effects are reversed. If δQ1qv = 0, Q2q is unaffected by Q1q.

14The value 0 is represented as Zero in Garp3.
15The quantity concentration is either decreasing (δSizeqv < 0), steady (δSizeqv = 0) or

increasing (δSizeqv > 0). Note that in the case of derivatives, 0 is visualised as ∅ in Garp3.
16The current magnitude of Size1 is the value Max from the quantity space of Size1.
17Note that the direction of proportionalities is different than might be expected based on

everyday language. For example, the sentence: ’The height of the contained liquid is propor-
tional to the amount of liquid.’ is represented as Liquid� : Amountq P+→Heightq to
indicate that changes in amount propagate to changes in height.
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A simulation preference in Garp3, which assumes that the functions un-
derlying proportionalities are comparable, determines whether the net effect
of multiple proportionalities on a single quantity can be unambiguously de-
termined. If the modeller turns this preference on, Garp3 will assume that
the net effect of multiple proportionalities can be determined in the same
way as the net effect of multiple influences. However, in this calculation the
sums of the derivative values of the quantities are compared instead of the
magnitudes.

To distinguish influences from proportionalities, notice that for influences,
the magnitude of the source quantity determines the derivative of the tar-
get quantity. By contrast, for proportionalities, the derivative of the source
quantity determines the derivative of the target quantity.

3.3.4 Mathematical relations

Mathematical relations, such as inequalities, calculi and value assignments,
describe algebraic relations between magnitudes, derivatives, and particular
qualitative values, or expressions consisting of these ingredients.

(In)equalities (<,6,=,>,>) specify ordinal relations between these ingredi-
ents.18 Conceptually, inequalities can be used to make three types of state-
ments. First, two magnitudes (or derivatives) of quantities can be related
(e.g., Q1qv = Q2

q
v ). Second, a magnitude (or derivative) of a quantity can

be related to a particular point value (e.g., Q1qv = Q1qv (Max
p)). Third, two

point values can be related (e.g., Q1qv (Maxp) = Q2
q
v (Max

p)). Interval val-
ues cannot be the source or target of inequalities (as they represent a range
of values).

There are 11 types of model ingredient combinations that can be related
through inequalities.19 These combinations consists of:

1. Q1qv - magnitudes

2. δQ1qv - derivatives

3. Q1q(Maxp) - values

4. Q1qv −Q2qv - calculi

Inequalities between ingredients related to magnitudes and ingredients
related to derivatives are not allowed (e.g., Q1qv > δQ2q(0p)).

Calculi, such as the + and −, can be used to create more complex ex-
pressions than is possible with only inequalities. They are used to calculate
the sum or difference between two ingredients. Calculus relations can be
the target or source of an inequality relation. Calculi can be places between
magnitudes, derivatives, particular qualitative values and calculi, resulting
in 9 valid combinations (Bredeweg et al., 2006b). Examples of expressions us-
ing calculi areNatalityqv + Immigration

q
v > Mortality

q
v + Immigration

q
v

and Tube� : Flowqv = Liquid left� : Pressureqv −Liquid right
� : Pressureqv .

Calculi between ingredients related to magnitudes and ingredients related
to derivatives are not allowed (e.g., Q1qv + δQ2q(0p) = Q3q(0p)).

18To enhance readability, the word inequality will be used for each of the possible
(in)equalities. Strictly, this is incorrect as ’=’ represents equality, and is therefore not an in-
equality.

19Allowed inequality related magnitude ingredients are: (1) magnitude - magnitude, (2)
magnitude - point, (3) magnitude - calculus, (4) point - point, (5) point- calculus, and (6) cal-
culus - calculus. Allowed between derivative related ingredients are: (7) derivative - derivative,
(8) derivative - point, (9) derivative - calculus, (10) point - calculus, and (11) calculus - calculus
(Bredeweg et al., 2006b).
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Value Assignments indicate that a quantity has a specific value. As such,
a value assignment is an abbreviation for an inequality between a quantity
magnitude (or derivative) and a qualitative value in its quantity space. The
reasoning engine converts these value assignments to (potentially multiple)
inequality relations. For example, a quantity magnitude set to an interval
between two points using a value assignment (e.g., Sizeqv w Sizeq(Positive))
is translated to two inequalities as follows. One indicates that the quantity
is smaller than the point above the interval (Sizeqv < Sizeq(Maxp)) and
another indicates that it is greater than the point below the interval (Sizeqv >
Sizeq(0p)). A value assignment to a point (Sizeqv w Sizeq(0p)) is equivalent
to an equality relation to that point (Sizeqv = Sizeq(0p))

3.3.5 Correspondences

Correspondences are used to indicate that qualitative values of different quant-
ity spaces occur simultaneously within the system. Value Correspondences
are relations between single qualitative values of different quantity spaces,
and can be either directed (Sizeq(0p) V→Birthq(0p)) or bidirectional (Sizeq(
Maxp) V↔Biomassq(Maxp)). For the directed correspondence, the simu-
lator derives Birthqv = Birthq(0p) when Sizeqv = Sizeq(0p). For the bidirec-
tional correspondence, Sizeqv = Sizeq(Maxp) if Biomassqv = Biomassq(

Maxp), but also the other way around.
Quantity Space Correspondences indicate that each of the values in the re-

lated quantity spaces correspond to each other. Analogous to value corres-
pondences, quantity space correspondences can be either directed (Sizeq Q→
Biomassq) or bidirectional (Sizeq Q↔Biomassq). Quantity space correspond-
ences can be considered short hands for a set of value correspondences.

Inverse Quantity Space Correspondences (Vegetationq Q
�

→Eroded soilq) are
reversed quantity space correspondences indicating that the first value of
the first quantity space corresponds to the last value of the second quantity
space; the second value corresponds to the penultimate value, etc.

Correspondences should be used with care in order to prevent inconsist-
encies. Assuming that two quantities change simultaneously, any corres-
pondence that results in a value correspondence from an interval to a point
results in an inconsistency. This is due to the epsilon ordering rule (de Kleer
and Brown, 1984), which states that changes from points to intervals (or
from equality to inequality) occur before changes from intervals to points
(or inequalities to equalities). Consequently, when the interval is reached,
the other quantity must have the corresponding point value. There is no
consistent successor state, as the epsilon ordering rule demands the change
from the point value to occur first, while the correspondence demands that
point value should be maintained while the first quantity remains in the
interval.
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3.3.6 Model fragments

Model Fragments (MFs) consist of construct ingredients, and are model
parts that allow for compositional modelling (Section 3.2.4).20 They can
be considered representations of (parts of) domain theories. Garp3 distin-
guishes three different kinds of MFs: static fragments, process fragments,
and agent fragments. Static fragments are used to describe parts of the struc-
ture of the system and how changes propagate therein. In static fragments,
all ingredients may occur except agents and influences. Process fragments
are used to represent processes, and contain at least one influence, but no
agents. Agent fragments are used to represent influences from outside the sys-
tem, such as actions by actors, and can contain agents and influences. MFs
are organised in a taxonomy in which static fragment, process fragment and
agent fragment are the root nodes.

One of the goals of the representation of domain theories of processes
(or actions) in MFs is explicating the types of systems a theory applies to,
when the process is active, and what the causal effects of the process are
(Section 3.2.3). The particular classes of systems that the theory applies to
are represented using structural ingredients. The conditions under which
the process is active is typically represented using inequalities. And, the
effects of the processes are represented using causal relations.

MFs are generic representations (Section 2.3) and are designed to repres-
ent domain theories in a way that is as generic as possible. MFs incorpor-
ate entities and agents. The definitions of these entities and agents can be
higher in the taxonomy than those of the actual domain being modelled.
Consequently, the represented theory can apply to a broader range of sys-
tems. For example, the predation process can be made to apply to any sys-
tem in which populations prey on each other, instead of being applicable
only to specific types of populations in a particular system (e.g., lions and
zebras in grasslands).

Mfs are represented as rules. Construct ingredients are incorporated as
either conditions or consequences. If the conditional model ingredients are
true, then the consequential ingredients should also be true. As such, the
structure of the system and the conditions under which a process is active
are typically represented using conditions. The causal relations describing
the effects of a process are represented using consequences. The types of con-
struct ingredients that can be incorporated as conditions or consequences in
MFs is shown in Table 2.

The example MF below is based on a community dynamics model (Salles
and Bredeweg, 2006). It indicates that if there is a population, it has a size,
and a mortality and natality rate. The natality process increases the size of
the population, while the mortality process decreases the size of the popula-
tion. Moreover, if the size of the population increases, so will the (absolute)
natality and mortality rates. In the MF notation, the ⇒ symbol separates

20The term construct ingredient is used for the ingredients in MFs and scenarios (Sec-
tion 3.3.7). However, MFs, and the model ingredients they contain, are generic representations
(Section 2.3), while the ingredients in scenarios are specific representations. As such, the in-
gredients in MFs and those in scenarios are conceptually different. Appendix E presents a
theory of conceptual models that differentiates between the ingredients in MFs and scenarios.
As most of this thesis is meant to be readable for non-computer scientists interested in QR, the
term construct ingredient is used for ingredients in both MFs and scenarios. The reason is that
for modellers who are constructing QR models using the Garp3 tool, the ingredients in MFs
and scenarios seem identical (e.g., Figures 4 and 9). Moreover, the best practices to represent
ingredients in MFs and scenarios are mostly equivalent (Chapter 5). As such, using different
terms for these ingredients would unnecessarily complicate the text.
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Terms
Static Fragments Process Fragments Agent Fragments

Cond Cons Cond Cons Cond Cons

Entities X X X X X

Agents X

Configurations X X X X X

Attributes X X X X X

Assumptions X X X

Quantities X X X X X X

Influences X X

Proportionalities X X X

Inequalities X X X X X X

Calculi X X X X X X

Value Assignments X X X X X X

Correspondences X X X

Model Fragments X X X

Table 2: Allowed use of terms as conditions (Cond) or consequences (Cons) in static,
process and agent fragments. Each cell indicates whether a term can be used
as either condition or consequence in a particular type of model fragment.
Allowed is indicated using X, while an empty cell indicates disallowed.

the conditions from the consequences. The arguments of the MF refer to the
construct ingredient names of entities (and agents and assumptions). These
names are necessary to differentiate the different entities when MFs are re-
used (see below).

PopulationMF(Population) :

Population�(Population)⇒
Population�(Population) : [Sizeq,Natalityq,Mortalityq]

∈ {0p,Positive,Maxp}

Natalityq I+→ Sizeq

Mortalityq I−→ Sizeq

Sizeq P+→ Natalityq

Sizeq P+→Mortalityq

MFs can be reused in two ways. First, MFs can be organised in taxonom-
ies in which child MFs inherit the content of their parents. For example, the
model fragment below indicates that the existing population model frag-
ment is a child of the population model fragment. The parent model frag-
ment is conditional for the child. Note that the MF has no consequences,
and is mainly meant for reuse.

Existing populationMF(Population)−.PopulationMF(Population) :

Population� : Sizeqv > 0⇒
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The second type of reuse is by MFs incorporating other MFs as conditions.
Model fragments incorporated in such a way are called Imported Model Frag-
ments (IMFs). The MF below describes the predation process, which is active
when one population preys on another. The MF imports the existing popu-
lation model fragment twice. Note the arguments of the predation MF and
the two IMFs. These arguments differentiate between the population entities
in the two IMFs. Moreover, if the predation MF would be reused twice, the
overarching MF would have four arguments (Population1, . . . , Population4)
to differentiate between the four population entities.

PredationMF(Population1,Population2) :

Existing populationMF(Population1)

Existing populationMF(Population2)

Population�(Population1) Preys on
−→ Population�(Population2)⇒

Population�(Population1) : Predationq ∈ {0p,Positive}

Population�(Population2) : Supplyq ∈ {0p,Positive}

Population�(Population1) : Sizeq P+→
Population�(Population1) : Predationq

Population�(Population1) : Predationq P+→
Population�(Population2) :Mortalityq

Population�(Population2) : Sizeq P+→
Population�(Population2) : Supplyq

Population�(Population2) : Supplyq P+→
Population�(Population1) : Natalityq

Population�(Population2) : Supplyq P−→
Population�(Population1) :Mortalityq

3.3.7 Scenarios

A scenario describes a particular state of the system, and serves as the input
for qualitative simulation. A scenario becomes the initial state of the state
graph (or multiple initial states if there are multiple interpretations). Scen-
arios consist of construct ingredients and typically describe the structure of
the system, the relevant quantities, their initial values, and inequalities. That
is, a set of facts about the initial state of the system. Only the ingredients
that can be used as conditions in model fragments can be used in scenarios
(Table 2), with the exception of model fragments. Scenarios can be thought
of as MFs with only consequences. However, a notable difference is that
scenarios are specific representations (Section 2.3), while MFs are generic.

The example scenario below describes a lion population in which the size,
natality and mortality all have the value positive, but the natality rate is
greater than the mortality rate.
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Savannah lion population with natality greater than mortalitySC :

Lion population�(Savannah lions) : [Sizeq,Natalityq,Mortalityq]

∈ {0p,Positive,Maxp}

Size
q
v w Size

q(Positive)

Natality
q
v w Natality

q(Positive)

Mortality
q
v wMortality

q(Positive)

Natality
q
v > Mortality

q
v

3.3.8 Identity relations

Identity relations are special relations that indicate that two entities (or
agents) actually represent the same ingredient. Garp3 imposes that at least
one of the entities should be part of an IMF, as two non-imported entities
with the same identity could simply be represented using a single entity.
The identity relation is necessary for advanced compositional modelling, as
it allows for more reuse within a model. Consider the following use cases
for the two possible ways identity relations can be used.

First, an entity in an IMF can be related to another entity (which is not im-
ported). This application of identity relations is used in the example osmosis
model in Section 3.4 as follows. Consider a MF describing the workings of
a cell. Instead of developing MFs for different types of cells, such as animal
and plant cells, from scratch, child MFs of the cell MF can be created. To
represent the plant cell MF, an entity plant cell is added as a condition and
is related to the cell entity (inherited from the cell MF) through an identity
relation (Cell� == Plant cell�). This assures that the plant MF only be-
comes active for plant cells, and not for other types of cells. The knowledge
that only applies to plant cells can be represented in this child MF, which
reuses the knowledge that is applicable to all cells.

Second, two entities from different IMFs can be related through an iden-
tity relation. Consider an alternative representation of the MFs in Section 3.3.6
in which the natality and mortality processes in the population MF are con-
ceptually decomposed into two different process MFs (reusing the popula-
tion MF). In the predation MF, to represent population1, the natality and
mortality process MFs are imported (NatalityMF(Population1a),
MortalityMF(Population1b)) and the population entities they import are
related through an identity relation Population�(Population1a) ==

Population�(Population1b). Since the natality of population2 plays no
role in the predation MF, it can be represented by importing only the mor-
tality MF.

3.4 example model : osmosis

This section shows a qualitative model developed in Garp3 that explains
the effects that the osmosis process can have on plant and animal cells. The
entity taxonomy is shown in Figure 3. It defines animal and plant cells as
being containers and a membrane as being a medium.

The relation between the solute concentration and the solvent is repres-
ented in the contained liquid MF (Figure 4). It represents the fact that con-
centration is reversely proportional to the amount of solvent, and applies to
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Entity Object
Container

Body

Cell
Animal cell

Plant cell

Medium Membrane

Figure 3: Entity taxonomy in the osmosis model. Each named symbol represents an
entity definition, while each arrow represents an is-a relation.

any container. The quantity spaces for solvent and concentration are simply
single intervals, as there are no important landmarks for these quantities for
the purposes of this model.

Container
Any container

Concentration

I
Interval

Solvent

I
Interval

Figure 4: Contained liquid MF in the osmosis model. The conditions are coloured
red and the consequences are coloured blue. The entity shows both the
construct ingredient name (shown in bold) and the name of the definition
from which it is created. The entity is connected to two quantities, which
both have a quantity space consisting of a single interval and a derivat-
ive with a set of possible derivative values. The P- relation represents a
negative proportionality.

The cell MF (Figure 5) is a child of the contained liquid MF, and applies
only if the container is a cell (indicated by the identity relation Container�

== Cell�). The MF introduces the osmotic pressure of the cell, which can be
{Low boundp, Interval,High boundp}, and is proportional to the solvent.
Note that for plant cells, the osmotic pressure is often called turgor pressure.

Contained liquid
Container
Any container

Concentration

I
Interval

Solvent

I
Interval

Cell
Cell

Osmotic pressure

Lih
High bound
Interval
Low bound

==

Figure 5: Cell MF in the osmosis model. The contents of the parent MF inherited
from the parent MF is shown in green. The IMF symbol Contained liquid
indicates the origin of the contents. As before, newly introduced condi-
tions and consequences are shown in red and blue respectively. The yellow
relation connecting container and cell represents the identity relation.

One of the goals of the osmosis model is to classify the different effects
osmosis can have on cells. This classification is performed through specific
MFs that become active under conditions that identify the particular states
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of cells. Using MFs to identity particular states of a system is a specialized
modelling approach that has been previously used in the Cerrado succes-
sion hypothesis model (Salles and Bredeweg, 2003). In this model, different
types of vegetation profiles in the Cerrado, which is a tropical savannah re-
gion in Brazil, are classified based on different proportions of grass, shrubs
and trees.

To allow for the classification of different types of cells, a set of child MFs
are introduced in the MF taxonomy that inherit from the cell MF (Figure 6).
The first differentiation towards particular cell states is between animal and
plant cells. Plant cells have both a cell wall and a membrane, while animal
cells have only a membrane. Consequently, plant and animal cell react dif-
ferently to osmosis. The animal cell MF uses an identity relation to make
it only apply if the cell is an animal cell (similar to the cell MF use of the
identity relation). The plant cell MF does the same for a plant cell. The chil-
dren of the animal cell and plant cell MFs identify the different states of
the cells using conditional value assignments on the osmotic pressure. In
plant cells, if the osmotic pressure is high, the membrane is pushed onto
the cell wall, and allows (non-woody) plants to stand upright (MF turgid).
By contrast, the membrane in an animal cell cannot cope with high osmotic
pressure and explodes (MF lysed). If the osmotic pressure is normal, the
pressure of the membrane onto the cell wall is reduced for plant cells (MF
flaccid). For animal cells, such pressure is the normal condition (MF normal).
Finally, if the osmotic pressure is low, the membrane recedes from the cell
wall for plant cells (MF plasmolysed). This state is responsible for wilting of
plants. In animal cells, low osmotic pressure causes the cell to shrivel (MF
shriveled).

C

Static Contained liquid Cell

Animal cell

Lysed

Normal

Shriveled

Plant cell

Flaccid

Plasmolysed

Turgid

Process Osmosis

Agent

Figure 6: MF taxonomy in the osmosis model. The top nodes represent the different
types of model fragments. Each of the other nodes represents a model
fragment connected via is-a relations. The C(onditional) relation indicates
that the Contained liquid MF is conditional (i.e. imported) in the Osmosis
MF.

The osmosis MF represents the osmosis process (Figure 7). The structural
conditions indicate that the osmosis process applies to any two containers
that are separated by a permeable membrane. The containers are represen-
ted by importing the contained liquid MF twice (see Figure 7 and the C
relation in Figure 6). The semipermable membrane is represented using the
entity membrane and an attribute. The MF introduces the quantity net flow,
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which is calculated by subtracting the concentration of the left container
from the concentration of the right container. As such, the net flow is posit-
ive when the concentration left is bigger than the concentration right, steady
when they are equivalent, and negative when the concentration right is big-
ger. The influences represent the solvent flowing from right to left when the
net flow is positive, from left to right when the net flow is negative, and
not flowing when the net flow is 0. The proportionalities represent that (1)
if the concentration in the left container increases, it increases the net flow,
and (2) increases in the concentration on the right side decreases the net
flow. Notice that the changes caused by the osmosis process propagate back
to the process itself (i.e. the loops of causal relations starting and ending
at Net flowq). This represents feedback, which is a crucial notion in the
conceptual understanding of systems’ behaviour.

Contained liquid

Container
Any container

Concentration

I
Interval

Solvent

I
Interval

Contained liquid

Container
Any container

Concentration

I
Interval

Solvent

I
Interval

Membrane
Membrane

Inside Outside

Net flow

Mzp
Plus
Zero
Min

Status
Semipermeable

Figure 7: Osmosis process MF in the osmosis model. The conditional Contained li-
quid IMF symbols indicate that the Contained liquid MF has been imported
twice. Their imported contents is coloured black. The attribute symbol in-
dicatesMembrane�( Status = Semipermable. In the middle of the dia-
gram there is an expression indicating: Net flowqv = Concentration

q
v −

Concentration
q
v . The I+ and I- relations indicate positive and negative

influences.

3.5 qualitative simulation

The reasoning engine in Garp3 takes a scenario and the library of model
fragments as input and predicts and explains how the system will evolve
(Section 3.2.2). These simulation results have the form of a state graph. Each
state in this graph is a specific representation of the system that includes
both the structural aspects that define the system, and the theories as far as
they apply to the system.

Within the following sections, the main ideas behind the algorithms in the
reasoning engine are explained (for further explanation consult (Bredeweg
et al., 2009)). There are two main reasoning tasks (Figure 8). First, determine
states determines how the theories represented in the model fragments apply
to a Transition Scenario (TS) and how the quantities will change as a result.
Second, determine transitions takes a state as input, and determines how this
state can change into new TSs.

Inequality reasoning plays an important role in the both the determine states
and the determine transitions tasks (see Figure 8). Inequality reasoning de-
rives implicit inequalities from a set of inequalities. When conflicting in-
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Determine 
Transitions
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Determine 
Active MFs

Combine 
Terminations

Find 
Terminations

State

Compare 
States
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Transition 
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Figure 8: Overview of the Garp3 algorithm. The squares are representations. The
squares with rounded corners are tasks. The representations are outputs
and inputs of reasoning steps. For clarity reasons, not all the representa-
tions are shown in detail. Small squares refer to representations between
reasoning steps (feeds into relation). The braces indicate that the scenario,
which is the input for the algorithm, becomes the transition scenario, and
that the state becomes part of the state graph which is the overall output.
The dashed arrow represents the uses relation. It shows that most reason-
ing steps use the inequality reasoning component.

equalities are derived, the set of inequalities is inconsistent. An example of
inequality reasoning using transitivity is deriving A > C from A > B and
B > C.

3.5.1 Determine states

The determine states task takes a TS as input. When the simulation is started,
the scenario developed by the modeller is the TS. The task consists of three
steps: (1) determine active MFs, (2) determine causal effects and (3) compare states
(Figure 8). During determine active MFs, the theories that apply to the TS are
determined and the consequences of those theories are integrated into the
TS. During the determine causal effects step, the unknown derivative values
are derived. Finally, in the compare states step, the state is compared with
other states in the state graph to determine whether it does not already exist.
The result of the determine state task is either an inconsistent state, which
is deleted from the state graph, a single state, or multiple states (e.g., due to
ambiguity in the resulting derivative value of a quantity).

determine active mfs The determine active MFs step finds MFs that
match the TS and adds the consequences (and derived or assumed condi-
tional inequalities) of those MFs to the TS. A MF matches the TS when the
conditions of the MF are fulfilled by the TS. The determine active MFs con-
sists of a loop of four steps that is performed until no new active MFs are
found:

• First, a candidate MF is sought, which is a MF that fits the structural
details given in the scenario. The reasoning takes the entity and agent
taxonomies into account. Consequently, it is possible for a MF using
generic entities (e.g., Animal) to match a TS using specific entities (e.g.,
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Lion). Note that the conditional value assignments and inequalities are
ignored in this step.

• Second, inequality reasoning is used to determine whether the condi-
tional inequalities (which includes value assignments) in the candidate
MF are provable from the inequalities in the TS.

• Third, in the case that some conditional inequalities of candidate MFs
cannot be derived, the QR reasoner tries to assume the inequalities.
The inequality reasoning determines whether adding the conditional
inequalities to the TS would result in a consistent set of inequalities.
For each consistent set of assumable inequalities, a copy of the TS is
made and the inequalities are added to them. The reasoning continues
with one of the TSs, while the others are considered in next iterations
of determine states.

• Finally, the TS is augmented with derived or assumed conditional in-
equalities and the consequences of the matching MF. Moreover, a ref-
erence to the matching MF is added to the TS. The added information
potentially allows other MFs to match on the TS during the next itera-
tion of the loop. Note that the references to matching MFs allow MFs
with IMFs to become active.

The result of determine active MFs is a TS augmented with the derived and
assumed conditional inequalities and consequences of all the matching MFs.
Note that a TS can become inconsistent as a result of adding consequences
(e.g., Aqv < 0 and Aqv > 0), in which case the TS is deleted from the state
graph.

determine causal effects The determine active MFs step typically
leaves derivatives of quantities unknown. The determine causal effects step de-
rives these unknown derivative values. First, the effects of exogenous quant-
ity behaviour is calculated, as this can result in magnitude and derivative
information important for determining causal effects (Section 3.1). Second,
the effects of the causal relations (Section 3.3.3) are calculated, which de-
termines the derivatives of the affected quantities. The related step in QPT
is called influence resolution (Forbus and de Kleer, 1993).

Within in Garp3, the notion of the influence equation balance is used to de-
termine the net effect of multiple causal relations affecting a quantity. The
equation balance states that the derivative of a quantity Aq that is affected
by multiple influences is determined by the sum of all the quantity mag-
nitudes positively influencing Aq compared to the sum of all the quantity
magnitudes negatively influencing Aq:

NetEffect =
∑

{Xq
v |Xq I+→Aq}

−
∑

{Xq
v |Xq I−→Aq}

δA
q
v =





H if NetEffect < 0,

0 if NetEffect = 0,

N if NetEffect > 0.
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Inequality reasoning plays an important role in calculating the effects of
causal relations. Consider as an example from a population model:

Natalityq I+→ Sizeq

Mortalityq I−→ Sizeq

Immigrationq I+→ Sizeq

Emigrationq I−→ Sizeq

Immigration
q
v > Emigration

q
v

Natality
q
v =Mortalityqv

The inequality information allows the inequality reasoning to derive:

Immigration
q
v +Natalityqv > Emigration

q
v +Mortalityqv

The left hand side of the inequality lists all the positive influences on
Sizeq and the right hand side lists all the negative ones. Consequently,
according to the influence equation balance NetEffect > 0 and therefore
δSize

q
v = N.

If the net effect on a quantity cannot be determined, there is ambiguity.
This means that the affected quantity can either increase, decrease or remain
steady. For each possible derivative value a new copy of the TS is made. As a
result of deriving derivatives, TSs can become inconsistent (due to conflicts
with existing or previously derived inequalities), and are deleted.

compare states The result of the determine causal effects step is a set
of states. In the compare states step these states are compared with the exist-
ing states. If an equivalent state already exists, the newly inferred state is
deleted, and the transitions to this state are directed to the equivalent state.
If no equivalent state exists, the state becomes a state in the state graph.

3.5.2 Determine transitions

The determine transitions task takes a state as input and determines all
the possible changes that can cause the state to evolve into a new state
(i.e. magnitude value, derivative value or inequality changes). As output,
determine transitions generates a set of TSs. The determine transitions task
consists of three steps: (1) find terminations, (2) combine terminations, and (3)
assure continuity (Figure 8).

find terminations Find terminations determines the ways a state can
change based on a set of termination rules. For example, if a quantity is
increasing, and it has another magnitude value above its current value, a
possible termination is that quantity changing to that value. Another ex-
ample is if Aqv = B

q
v , δAqv = N and δBqv = 0, the equality has to change to

A
q
v > B

q
v . Each possible way a state can end is called a termination.

combine terminations The combine terminations step consists of two
sub-steps. First, it determines which of the terminations are possible. Some
terminations have precedence over other terminations. For example, a trans-
ition from a point to an interval happens before the transition from an in-
terval to a point according to the epsilon ordering rule (de Kleer and Brown,
1984). If there are immediate transitions possible, the non-immediate trans-
itions are deleted.
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Second, given the set of possible terminations, each consistent set of ter-
minations is determined using inequality reasoning. A new TS is created
for each set. For example, if two quantities are both increasing in an inter-
val, either one of them changes to the next value, or both of them do. The
result is three TSs. Some terminations must occur simultaneously due to
correspondences.

assure continuity Assure continuity adds continuity constraints to TSs
to make sure that non-continuous jumps in derivatives results in an incon-
sistent state (which will be deleted). For example, if δQqv = H in the state, the
constraint δQqv 6 0 is added to the TS. Continuity constraints determined
by second and third order derivatives are also added in this step.

The assure continuity step is necessary, as derivatives are left undetermined
in the determine transitions task. Within QR models, the derivatives are meant
to be determined by causal effects (determined in the determine causal effects
step in the determine states task). Without constraints, it is possible that a
derivative jumps from N in the state to H in the potential successor state
described by the TS (e.g., when the MF with the dominant influence of a pair
of competing influences does not become active for the TS). The continuity
constraints added in assure continuity prevent these non-continuous jumps
in derivatives from occurring.

Note that in Garp3, only the continuity constraints for non-changing quant-
ities are added in the assure continuity step. The continuity constraints for
changing quantities are added in the find transitions step.

The complete state graph is generated by applying the determine states task
to TSs, and determine transitions to states. The simulation is finished when
no new states are generated.

3.6 example simulation : osmosis

This section shows and explains the simulation results of the osmosis model
described in Section 3.4. The scenario in Figure 9 shows a plant cell in
a hypertonic solution (Plant cell�(Intracellular) : Concentrationq <

Container�(Extracellular) : Concentrationq). Simulating the scenario
results in the state graph shown in Figure 10. The particular values that
the quantities have in each state is shown in the value history (Figure 11).
The important inequality statements are shown in the equation history (Fig-
ure 12). The attainable envisionment consists of two behaviour paths, which
are each possible evolutions of the system from initial state to end state. In
behaviour path from state 1 to state 2, the concentrations of solvent become
equal and the osmotic pressure reaches the value low bound. In the beha-
viour path from state 1 to state 3, the concentrations become equal, while
osmotic pressure remains in the value interval. The classification of the plant
cell can be seen in the list of active model fragments. For state 2, the MFs
(Figure 6) that are active are:

• Contained liquidMF(Extracellular)

• Contained liquidMF(Intracellular)

• CellMF(Intracellular)

• Plant cellMF(Intracellular)

• OsmosisMF(Intracellular,Extracellular,Membrane)

• PlasmolysedMF(Intracellular)
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Plant cell
Intracellular

Container
Extracellular

Membrane
Membrane

Inside Outside

Concentration

I
Interval

Concentration

I
Interval

Solvent

I
Interval

Solvent

I
Interval

Osmotic pressure

Lih
High bound
Interval
Low bound

Status
Semipermeable

Figure 9: Scenario 1 in the osmosis model: Plant cell in hypertonic solution. As scen-
arios can be thought of as model fragments with only consequences, the
content is coloured blue. The arrows on values represent value assignments.
The < arrow between the concentrations represents an inequality.

1 2

3

Figure 10: State graph showing the attainable envisionment for scenario 1: plant cell
in hypertonic solution (Figure 9). Each black numbered circle represents
a state. Each number is a unique identifier for the state and is determined
by the order in which the states were derived. The numbers do not imply
an order in the transitions of states. The transitions between the states
are indicated using the black arrows. The folder symbol state indicates
the scenario, which has a single interpretation (grey arrow) that results in
state 1.

To understand these results, consider how they are derived by the reason-
ing engine. In the determine active MFs step, adding the content of the active
MFs to the scenario (Figure 9) results in a state which looks like the depend-
ency view of state 1 without the known derivatives (Figure 13). Through
the knowledge that Net flowqv = Intracellular� : Concentrationqv −

Extracellular� : Concentrationqv in the osmosis process MF (Figure 7)
and Plant cell�(Intracellular) : Concentrationq < Container�(Extracellular) :
Concentrationq from the scenario (Figure 9), the inequality reasoning de-
termines that Net flowqv w Net flowq(Min). The determine causal effects
step (Section 3.5.1) finalizes the state by determining the derivatives values
that results from the causal relations (Section 3.3.3).

In the find terminations step with state 1 as input, four possible changes
are found:

1. Net flowq[Min,N] to Net flowq[0, ?].

2. Osmotic pressure�[Interval,H] toOsmotic pressure�[Low bound, ?].

3. Intracellular� : Concentrationqv < Extracellular
� : Concentrationqv

to Intracellular� : Concentrationqv = Extracellular� : Concentrationqv .

4. δNet flowqv = N to δNet flowqv = 0, which is a termination caused by
second order information (δδNet flowqv = H).

Combine terminations determine that all terminations are non-immediate,
and therefore considers all of them when searching for consistent combina-
tions. These consistent sets are terminations {1,2,3,4} (from state 1 to state 2)
and {1,3,4} (from state 1 to state 3), as can be seen in the transition history
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Extracellular: Concentration

Interval

1 2 3

Extracellular: Solvent

Interval

1 2 3

Membrane: Net ow

Min

Zero

Plus

1 2 3

Intracellular: Concentration

Interval

1 2 3

Intracellular: Solvent

Interval

1 2 3

Intracellular: Osmotic pressure

Low bound

Interval

High bound

1 2 3

Figure 11: Value history for the state graph shown in Figure 10. Each grey area shows
how a quantity changes throughout the state graph. The name of the
quantity, and the entity it is associated to, is shown above each grey area.
On the x-axis, the states are shown. On the y-axis the possible magnitude
values of the quantity are shown. A black vertical line indicates that the
magnitude value is a point. Each circle indicates the current magnitude
value for the quantity in that particular state. The symbol inside the circle
represents the derivative, and indicates whether the quantity is increasing,
decreasing or steady. The small symbol which sometimes occurs on the
top right, middle right, or bottom right of a circle indicates the current
second order derivative of the quantity.

Concentration (Intracellular) ? Concentration (Extracellular) 

<
1

=
2

=
3

Figure 12: Equation history for the state graph shown in Figure 10. The equation
history shows how inequalities between quantities change throughout the
state graph. In the top line the inequality is identified by naming the two
quantities and the entities they are associated to. The ? represents the
inequality. Below the name, each state is identified by its number and the
inequality present in that state is shown.

(Figure 14). Terminations {1,3,4} have to occur together as net flow becom-
ing 0 (termination 1) is only consistent when the two concentrations are
equal (termination 3). Moreover, the feedback loops require the Net flowq

to be steady (termination 4) when it has value 0. This leaves termination 2

as an optional change. However, this change, if it occurs, has to occur to-
gether with terminations {1,3,4}, as otherwise the net flow will cause the
Osmotic pressureq to decrease in a point value, which is typically illegal
(unless specified otherwise in the simulation preferences). The determine
states step takes the TSs defined by the consistent transitions as input and
finishes the simulation.

The presented simulation is just one of the possible different simulations
allowed by the osmosis model. Four typical scenarios (for both animal and
plant cells) include:

• Hypertonic solution Outside concentration higher than inside cell.

• Isotonic solution Outside concentration equal to inside cell.
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= Concentration(Intracellular) - Concentration(Extracellular)

Plus
Zero
Min

Net flow

Membrane

Status: Semipermeable

High bound
Interval
Low bound

Osmotic pressure

Interval

Solvent

Interval

Concentration

Intracellular

Interval

Solvent

Interval

Concentration

Extracellular

OutsideInside

Figure 13: Dependencies view of state 1 of the state graph shown in Figure 10. The
squares represent entities, which are connected via configurations. The
rounded squares in each entity represent their associated quantities. The
red coloured value in the quantity space represents the quantities current
value, and the symbol next to this value indicates its current derivative
value. The equation inside the Net flow quantity shows how it is calculated.
The I and P relations represent influences and proportionalities. Note that
this diagram has been visualised differently than similar diagrams in the
model building environment (e.g., Figures 7 and 9) in order to make clear
that the modeller is currently in the simulation environment and look-
ing at simulation results. For further information about this visualisation
consult (Bouwer, 2005; Bouwer and Bredeweg, 2010).

1→ 2 :

to_point_above(Membrane : Net flow)
to_point_below(Intracellular : Osmotic pressure)
from_smaller_to_equal(Intracellular :

Concentration,Extracellular : Concentration)
derivative_up_to_stable(Membrane : Net flow)

1→ 3 :

to_point_above(Membrane : Net flow)
from_smaller_to_equal(Intracellular :

Concentration,Extracellular : Concentration)
derivative_up_to_stable(Membrane : Netflow)

Figure 14: Transition history for the state graph in Figure 10. The numbers separ-
ated by arrows represent transitions between states. The indented lines
represent the terminations that are active in a particular transition. The
terminations listed for the transition between state 1 and 2 have the same
order as terminations one through four found in the find terminations step.

• Hypotonic solution Outside concentration lower than inside cell.

• Full envisionment Generate all possible states of the system.

Each of the scenarios is represented using different inequalities between the
solute concentrations. The scenarios for animal cells are represented by hav-
ing an animal cell entity instead of a plant cell. The full envisionment scen-
arios leaves the value for the osmotic pressure open and does not specify
inequalities between the concentrations. Such scenarios result in all possible
states, as the assumption mechanism in the Determine active MFs step (Sec-
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tion 3.5.1) tries all the possible conditional values for osmotic pressure (as
specified in the classification MFs, Section 3.4).

Simulating the full envisionment scenario for the plant cell results in the
state graph shown in Figure 15 and value history shown in Figure 16. As a
result of the assumed values for osmotic pressure, each state is an interpret-
ation of the scenario and therefore an initial state. The behaviour paths are
therefore the possible evolutions from these initial states to the end states 2,
4 and 7.

The full envisionment is the superset of all the possible attainable envi-
sionments. As such, states 1, 2, and 4 correspond to states 1, 3, and 2 in
the state graph of the previous simulation (Figure 10). State 2 is the result
of simulating the isotonic solution scenario, and states 2, 3 and 5 are the
result of simulating the hypotonic solution scenario. The attainable envi-
sionments starting with states 5 and 6 are generated when the hypotonic
and hypertonic scenarios start with an osmotic pressure of Low bound and
High bound respectively (instead of Interval).

1 2 3

4

56

7

Figure 15: State graph showing the full envisionment of the osmosis model for a
plant cell. Note that each state is a possible interpretation of the scenario.

Extracellular: Concentration

Interval

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Extracellular: Solvent

Interval

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Intracellular: Concentration

Interval

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Intracellular: Solvent

Interval

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Intracellular: Osmotic pressure

Low bound

Interval

High bound

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 16: Value history for the state graph shown in Figure 15.

3.7 conclusions

QR researches formalisms and modelling practices that allow the concep-
tual representation of systems. Specifically, it represents continuous values
of quantities as quantity spaces, which are ordered sets of discrete values.
Modelling using QR formalisms can be considered a form of conceptual
modelling. Specifically, the models developed using such formalisms can be
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considered articulate, due to the explanatory power gained from the repres-
entational QR principles inherent in the formalism.

This chapter explains the state of the art QR formalism and accompanying
algorithms as implemented in Garp3.21 Garp3 is a tool that allows for the
modelling and simulation of QR models. It allows parts of domain theories
to be represented as model fragments. Through simulation, these theories
can be applied to the initial conditions of particular systems described by
scenarios. The result is a state graph that is a conceptual representation of a
system’s behaviour that describes and explains how the system evolves over
time.

Garp3 has a number of distinct features. First, as a result of allowing dia-
grammatic modelling and providing interactive visualisations of system’s
behaviour, Garp3 is useable for domain experts who are not computer sci-
entists. Second, Garp3 contains advanced reasoning algorithms that can be
controlled by the modeller through simulation preferences. Advanced reas-
oning features include calculating second and third order derivatives and
exogenous quantity behaviour. Third, Garp3 supports domain experts in
their modelling activities in multiple ways. The tool ensures that models are
always syntactically correct, the reasoning can be investigated through the
simulation tracer, and the modeller can perform the simulation step-by-step
in order to better understand the simulation results.

Domain experts have been using Garp3 to created advanced models in
their research activities and currently has an active community. Over the
years, Garp3 has become an established instrument for environmental sci-
ence.

This chapter contributes to the state of the art by providing a notation for
the Garp3 QR formalism. This notation makes it possible to condensely and
unambiguously express all aspects of the formalism, and is used to describe
the QR formalism terms, QR models, simulations results, and the reasoning
underlying simulations. The notation is used throughout the thesis.

21http://www.Garp3.org

http://www.Garp3.org

